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WHY DO WE NEED 
CORROBORATION?

 Sexual and physical abuse occurs in private

 Victim is often the person who can provide details about the 
crime

 In sexual abuses cases, there is often no physical evidence 
because of delayed disclosure



WHAT TO LOOK FOR

1. Child’s Behaviors

2. Collateral Interviews

3. Medical Evidence

4. Crime Scene

5. Physical Evidence



BEHAVIORAL CHANGES AND 
EMOTIONAL INDICATORS

 Aggression or withdrawal

 Regression

 Developmentally inappropriate sexual behavior

 PTSD, depression, self-injurious behavior, drug or alcohol abuse, 
eating disorders

 School related problems



FIND THE WITNESSES WHO CAN 
TALK ABOUT CHANGES IN VICTIM

 Family members

 Teachers

 School Nurse

 Counselors or therapists

 Babysitters

 Friends



INTERVIEW OF THE SUSPECT

 Statements are CRITICAL in child abuse cases, even if 
exculpatory
 Corroboration—may corroborate child’s statement in whole or in 

part

 Access to child

 May be inconsistent with medical findings

 Lock the defendant into story

 Interview parents/suspect separately

 Have suspect describe relationship with child



IDENTIFY OTHER 
CORROBORATING WITNESSES

 Identify your witnesses and interview ALL of them

 Who was the outcry witness?
 Demeanor at outcry

 Consistency or why not?

 Why the delay?



IDENTIFY OTHER 
CORROBORATING WITNESSES

 Members of the household
 All members must be interviewed, not only as potential witnesses 

but also may have been involved

 Even if they did not see it, can they help?

 Timing, access, changes in behavior, evidence

 ARE THERE OTHER VICTIMS?



INTERVIEWING ALL OTHER 
WITNESSES

 Parents and caretakers
 Learn about child, prior statements, motives to tell truth or lie

 Friends

 School Personnel

 Develop as much background as possible between child and 
suspect
 Interview other family members

 Interview neighbors, friends, and school personnel

 Pin down witnesses who may be favorable to the defendant and 
document what they say



PSYCHOLOGISTS

 Psychologists Corroborate Victims

 Grooming

 Blending memory

 Delayed disclosure

 Behavioral changes

 Recantation



MEDICAL PERSONNEL

 If injuries are present, physicians can explain the nature and likely 
cause of the child’s injuries
 Health prior to the incident
 Order all well visit records

 Hospital reception staff, nurses, EMS may have heard statements or 
observed conditions

 STDs

 Absence of injuries in sex cases
 Approximately 85-95% of confirmed child abuses cases have no medical 

findings



WITNESSES IN PHYSICAL ABUSE 
CASES

 Everyone who had contact with victim in time leading up to the 
crime

 First Responders
 Demeanor of suspect

 Statements made by suspect

 State of crime scene

 Medical staff who had contact with suspect
 Neighbors, teachers, babysitters, etc.

 Prior contact with Department of Social Services



CHILD ABUSE CRIME SCENES

 Photograph and videotape of the scene

 Seize the instrument of attack

 Obtain clothes, diapers, underwear that child and suspect were 
wearing

 Search laundry, trash, diaper pails and surrounding areas for items that 
may have been thrown away

 Find corroborative evidence such as porn, condoms, photos



PHYSICAL EVIDENCE IN SEXUAL 
ABUSE CASES

 Bedding, towels, washcloths

 Lubricants, condoms, vibrators, porn

 Cameras, recording devices, computers

 Diaries

 Emails, texts

 Anything unique about suspect’s body—think suspect kit



EVIDENCE IN PHYSICAL ASSAULT 
CASES

 Any evidence of violence

 Weapons

 Anything used to clean up crime scene

 Medication



CHILD ABUSE CRIME SCENE

 Victim’s body is also a crime scene

 Although it is usually too late to get physical corroboration in 
sexual abuse cases

 Picture is worth a thousand words in physical abuse cases



PHOTOS TAKEN BEFORE MYLS
DOBSON’S MURDER



MYLS DOBSON’S AUTOPSY 
PHOTO



MYLS DOBSON’S AUTOPSY 
PHOTOS



SURROUNDING FACTS

 There is always something

 Think creatively

 Someone knew what the child was doing that day

 Corroborate access offender had to child

 Sensory details



SURROUNDING FACTS EXAMPLES

 Teacher took victim to a movie

 Coach “celebrated” with victim after game



TECHNOLOGICAL 
CORROBORATION

 Jail calls

 Social media

 Texts, instant messages, emails

 Cell sites



DOCUMENTS

 Passports and travel records

 Credit card bills and receipts

 School calendar

 Employment records

 Leases
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